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Abstract: Social Networking Sites (SNSs) are nowadays utilized by the whole
world to share ideas, images, and valuable contents by means of a post to reach
a group of users. The use of SNS often inflicts the physical and the mental health
of the people. Nowadays, researchers often focus on identifying the illegal beha-
viors in the SNS to reduce its negative influence. The state-of-art Natural
Language processing techniques for anomaly detection have utilized a wide anno-
tated corpus to identify the anomalies and they are often time-consuming as well
as certainly do not guarantee maximum accuracy. To overcome these issues, the
proposed methodology utilizes a Modified Convolutional Neural Network
(MCNN) using stochastic pooling and a Leaky Rectified Linear Unit (LReLU).
Here, each word in the social media text is analyzed based on its meaning. The
stochastic pooling accurately detects the anomalous social media posts and
reduces the chance of overfitting. The LReLU overcomes the high computational
cost and gradient vanishing problem associated with other activation functions. It
also doesn’t stop the learning process when the values are negative. The MCNN
computes a specified score value using a novel integrated anomaly detection tech-
nique. Based on the score value, the anomalies are identified. A Teaching Learn-
ing based Optimization (TLBO) algorithm has been used to optimize the feature
extraction phase of the modified CNN and fast convergence is offered. In this
way, the performance of the model is enhanced in terms of classification accuracy.
The efficiency of the proposed technique is compared with the state-of-art techni-
ques in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, recall, and precision. The
proposed MCNN-TLBO technique has provided an overall architecture of
97.85%, 95.45%, and 97.55% for the three social media datasets namely
Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit respectively.
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1 Introduction

The emerging trend of online social media has become the center of research nowadays. The analysis of
the usage of online activities as well as the detection of abnormal activities fetches the attention of different
researchers. Although social media offer different fruitful activities like communication, sharing worthwhile
feeds, and collaboration, they also involve some unnecessary and intimidating illegal activities like online
bullying, terrorist attack planning, and fraud information dissemination, etc., [1]. Hence, the prior
prediction of abnormal activities is promptly important to ignore several attacks. However, the social
media data are available ingress and it is a challenging task to extract the most necessary data required
for the detection task. Social media networks comprise different social networking sites like video sharing
sites, micro-blogging sites, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc., Since the usage of social media networks
has been growing exponentially, security issues and vulnerability activities like revealing sensitive
information, provenance, and trust issues lead to spam and deception.

Anomaly detection is exploited to detect anomalous behaviors in social media for the prior prediction.
This may also help to detect the prior identification of disease outbreaks and natural disasters thus provide
extra time to take action. It also plays a major role in information security, particularly in technically
challenging platforms like multimedia or online social networks (OSNs). Usually, anomaly detection
provides information about different users [2,3]. Moreover, the anomaly is classified into two types; point
anomaly and group anomaly. The point anomaly provides information about the abnormal behaviors of
individual users and group anomaly is utilized to reveal the information about a group of users working
together to accomplish the illegal activities. Anomaly detection is also classified based on the input
utilized, which includes sequential data, unstructured texts, and graphs. The graph-based anomaly
detection is exploited nowadays to explore the hidden graph data, suspicious nodes, etc., [4].

In social networks, an anomaly is the one in which a certain individual or a group of people makes
certain changes in the way of interacting with their mutual friends and it will hurt others or an
organization. To detect these types of behavior in the social network profile, the text in the post needs to
be analyzed and from that, the anomalies can be classified. The interest in anomaly detection is
decreasing because it is often too complex to detect the characteristics/behavior of the text, which is
different from the normal post. If the text data follow specific guidelines, they are considered normal or
else they are considered abnormal [5]. The abnormal emotion in the text is known as an anomaly. Hence,
each word in the social media post is identified in this manner. The traditional techniques such as
similarity measures, time-series data, statistical models, often need a large amount of annotated corpus
which is often impossible to find. To overcome this model, a modified Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) with Teaching Learning-based Optimization (TLBO) (MCNN-TLBO) algorithm which can extract
the accurate features from the social media text has been proposed. The main contributions of this paper
are presented below:

� The MCNN computes the score of each social network post from the test set. The values above the
score of 0.5 indicate an anomalous behavior and the values below this score indicate the normal
behavior of a user.

� The anomalies are identified from the social media posts collected from Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit
by analyzing the number of neutral emotions, happiness, share, angry reactions, etc.

� The TLBO algorithm increases the speed of the MCNN in training and feature extraction. The
algorithm is quite simple and doesn’t involve complex operations used in the state-of-art meta-
heuristic algorithm.

� The efficiency of the proposed model is proved by comparing it with other techniques in terms of
sensitivity, specificity, precision, accuracy, etc.
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The rest of this paper has been organized as follows. Section 3 examines the works of several authors in
the subject of anomaly detection, as well as the various approaches employed, such as the fundamentals of
CNN architecture. It also presents different methodologies used such as the basics of the CNN architecture,
TLBO algorithm, Modified CNN architecture, and the novel integration design strategy. Section 4 presents
the experiments conducted using the proposed methodology along with its comparison with different state-
of-art techniques. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Hettiarachchi et al. [6] have proposed Embed2Detect for an automatic identification of event and
anomaly detection in social media. Higher data production volume in data is streamed by considering the
dynamic nature. In order to utilize the social media data, it is essential to involve some computerized
methods. The semantical features in the text are incorporated with the help of prediction-oriented word
embedding. The proof of significant improvements is obtained with efficient and effective event detection
results. More time is consumed during anomaly detection in social medial networks. The users, who have
anomalous relationships with other users, are identified by graph metrics which have been proposed by
Hassanzadeh et al. [7]. Further, the graph metrics have validated community cohesiveness, betweenness
centrality, neighboring edges, and nodes number. Online social networks provide real-world data for
experimental analysis. When compared to other approaches, the graph metrics have demonstrated better
detection accuracy with a higher computational cost.

According to online social networks, Kokatnoor et al. [8] have introduced a self-supervised learning
model. Neutral, negative, and positive are the different classes of opinions posted and in which, the
anomalous is the lighter group’s opinions. Because of inherent ambiguity in the tweeted data, many
clustering and conventional classification methods are suggested under an unsupervised and supervised
environment. For the training data, the class labels are assigned by means of Supervised Learning
thereby, various behavioral anomalies are detected. Hence, the supervised model takes higher labeling
time with poor enhancement in labeling the textual dataset. For separate learning modules, a unified
model of image and text combined to reduce the need has been proposed by Kumari et al. [9]. The
unified model has utilized a single-layer Convolutional Neural Network model. The information is
effectively encoded to represent the text. The two-dimensional models with better anomaly results are
accomplished by single-layer Convolutional Neural Network [10,11] One layer of Convolutional Neural
Network with 74% recall of the bullying class is provided by utilizing three text layers.

The CNN-based long short-term memory has been proposed by Sun et al. [12] to detect the anomalies in
social networks. For information retrieval, the big data platform has been provided with the help of social
media platforms including Twitter or Sino Weibo. The power-law distribution and multivariate Gaussian
model has been adopted based on the single post sentiment in Weibo. The correlation among various
feature emotions is captured via the Gaussian method and the batch calculation with few numbers of time
is saved. The multi-stage anomaly detection has been proposed by Garg et al. [13] for anomaly detection
in social media networks. From the databases, the relevant features are extracted with the help of Boruta
algorithm. The partitioning is performed via Davies–Bouldin Index based K-medoid with firefly
algorithm. The nearest neighbor search problem is solved by traditional DBSCAN in a kernel-based
locality sensitive hashing. The desired sets of parameters are determined by using the resulting set of the
nearest neighbors [14].

3 Proposed Methodology

The proposed method has exploited an optimal CNN-based TLBO algorithm for anomaly detection of
social media networks. Different techniques utilized for anomaly detection are presented in this section.
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3.1 Data Preprocessing

It is the starting stage of the proposed method and it is used to format the raw data. Min-Max
normalization [15] is used to normalize the input values and reduce the training time. The values are
finally changed to a range of 0 to 1. The normalization result is represented as Nnormz. The initial value
before normalization is taken as N. The values Nmax and Nmin indicate both the minimum and maximum
values used for each feature.

Nnorms ¼ N � Nmin

Nmax � Nmin
(1)

The feature extraction and selection process have been carried out by an MCNN-TLBO algorithm
presented below.

3.2 Basic CNN Architecture

In anomaly detection, the extraction of suspicious features from the social media text is considered as an
important step. When a social media post has a lot of suspicious or defaming words, then the anomaly can be
identified more accurately from the textual features extracted. In some posts, there may be a low number of
words that represent an anomalous behavior possessed by the user, but in reality, it is not. These problems
mainly reduce the accuracy of the system when the features are manually extracted. Hence, this proposed
model utilizes deep learning for abstract and automatic feature extraction layer by layer which extracts
the crucial features that determine the anomaly and accurately identifies the anomalies present in the text
[16–18]. The features are extracted via the CNN by a sequence of convolutional layers, pooling layer,
and fully connected layers [19]. The crucial components of the CNN are the convolutional and pooling
layers. Usually, a backpropagation algorithm [20] is used to train the CNN network.

In the convolutional layer, the upper feature maps are convolved by a convolutional kernel and an output
using an activation function. To extract the maximum number of features from the input feature map, the
convolutional layer uses more than one convolutional kernel to form a plural output feature map. Each
feature map has a size of (I − s + 1) × (I − s + 1), Here, s is the convolutional kernel size, and I is the
input feature map size. The computations held in the convolutional layer proceeds as follows.

oni ¼ f bni þ
X
j2Ij

xn
ji � on�1

i

0
@

1
A (2)

Here, the ith output feature of the nth layer is represented as oni , f(.) is the activation function, the input
feature map is represented as Ij, the bias is represented as bni , and the convolutional kernel is represented as
xn

ji. The pooling layer is a sub-sampling process that reduces the dimensionality of the feature maps present
in the convolutional neural network without affecting the internal link. The max-pooling operation is widely
used in CNN

oni ¼ max
j2Fi

an�1
j

� �
(3)

Here, Fj is the set of input feature maps used. The enhanced capabilities of the CNN by means of the
pooling operation, convolutional operation, and backpropagation algorithm ease the anomaly detection
process.

3.3 Modified CNN Architecture with Stochastic Pooling and LReLU

Even though the conventional CNN offers major benefits, improvements are needed in terms of pooling
and activation functions. The max-pooling mainly selects the fittest feature instead of selecting the features
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which are less strong but considered useful. In this way, the max-pooling eliminates the critical features whereas
the average-pooling computes the equality of every feature and hence, it fails to extract the crucial information.
Adding both the max-pooling and the average pooling increases the chance of over-fitting and to overcome this
problem, stochastic pooling has been introduced. Based on the contribution of each instance, the attribute is
sampled. The modified CNN architecture utilizing both LReLU and stochastic pooling is presented in
Fig. 1. CNN has lot of benefits, but the pooling and activation methods may be improved. Max-pooling
removes the important characteristics. Although the average-pooling computes the equality of all features, it
fails to extract the critical information. Using both the max-pooling and the average pooling increases the
risk of overfitting and hence, the stochastic pooling is used to solve the problem. In the proposed method, a
CNN-based stochastic pooling [21] has been employed for anomaly detection of social media data. The
stochastic pooling more accurately detects and samples every information from the users based on its usage.
The sampling probability can be determined as below,

qj; k ¼ bj;kP
ðj;kÞ2PR

bj;k
(4)

For element bj;k , qj; k is the sampling probability, and the pooling area is represented as PR. The inclusive
element present in the output feature map for each pooling region is weighted by means of the average
probability as shown below:

gj; k ¼
X

ðj;kÞ2PR

ðqj;k � bj;kÞ (5)

In contrast to equations from (3) to (5), the stochastic pooling covers every crucial information and also
pays attention to the fittest feature of all time. This work omits the activation functions such as sigmoid and
Tanh, due to its high computational cost and gradient vanishing problem. These two drawbacks are overcome
by using a Leaky ReLU which even operates if the input values are negative by means of setting a minimal
gradient. The continuous learning of the neural network is preceded as follows:

gðyÞ ¼ y if y > 0
0:01y if y � 0

�
(6)

The modified CNN with respect to stochastic pooling and LReLU is similar to the basic functioning of
CNN. A stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm is added to enhance the learning performance of CNN with
the help of updatable momentum values as shown in the equation below:

hsþ1 ¼ hs � krHðhsÞ þ asðhs � hs�1Þ (7)

Figure 1: Modified CNN architecture with LReLU and stochastic pooling
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as ¼ 0:5 if s > E
0:95 if s � E

�
(8)

Here.hsþ1 is an updated parameter at the s + 1 run, rHðhsÞ indicates the derivative Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) function at the sth epoch, λ is the learning rate, the momentum at the sth epoch is represented as
as, and E is the boundary. The boundary lies between the initial (0.5) and the final (0.95) momentum.

3.4 In-line Style

The target model can be initialized by using the learned parameters of the pre-trained source model. The
training samples are used to initially train the source CNN. The target CNN utilizes the same architecture as
the source CNN with its corresponding neurons, layers, learning rate, momentum, and activation functions.
The weights and biases which are already trained are passed from the source CNN to the target CNN. To
adjust the parameters even further, the target CNN is fine-tuned while using a small amount of target
training samples. The CNN architecture constructed utilizing transfer learning is presented in Fig. 2. The
variables CL1, CL3, PL2, and PL4 used in Fig. 2. represent the convolutional layer 1, convolutional layer
3, pooling layer 2, and pooling layer 3, respectively.

3.5 Design of Novel Output Integration Technique

After each input sample is successively analyzed using the constructed CNN model, different transfer
anomaly results are obtained when testing the samples in the target domain. To utilize each individual
result fully to yield an accurate outcome, the novel output integration technique is developed and the
score computed is used to detect the anomaly in the text. This technique is mainly formed by integrating
the majority voting technique with the weight assessment. The designing process is implemented as
shown below.

Step-1: The jth testing sample obtained from the target domain is represented as zkðk ¼ 1; 2;…:;MÞ, M
is the total number of instances, Lk 2 1; 2;…;Cf g is the actual label of instance zk , the overall classes is
represented as C, CNNjðj ¼ 1; 2;…:;RÞ is the CNN anomaly detection model trained with the jth social
network posts, and R is the total number of social network posts.

Figure 2: CNN model construction using transfer learning
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Step-2: For each individual anomaly detection result, assign its approximate weight as follows:

mj ¼ ðAjÞmPR
j¼1

ðAjÞm
ðm ¼ 1; 2; 3; ::Þ (9)

Here, the value ðAjÞm represents the accuracy score obtained while training the CNNj in the target

domain, CNN’s weight is indicated as mj ¼
PR
j¼1

mj ¼ 1

 !
, and m is the weight distribution index. The

base CNN’s assigned weights can be easily adjusted via their original accuracies. The weighted majority
voting and the majority voting are represented as mj = 1/R and m = 1. The inclusive scores of the sample
yk belonging to class c are computed as follows:

Score d yk ¼
XR
j�1

mj � GðCNNjðykÞ; dÞ; d 2 1; 2;…;Df g (10)

GðCNNjðykÞ; dÞ ¼ 1 if CNNjðykÞ ¼ d
0 if CNNjðykÞ 6¼ d

�
(11)

Here, CNNjðykÞis the sample’s ðykÞ label predicted by the CNN model. If the sample falls under class Q,
then the following criteria need to be satisfied.

Score Q yk ¼ max
d2 1;2…:Df g

Score d yk
� �

(12)

P Final y
j ¼ Q; Q 2 1; 2;…;Df g (13)

Here, P Final yj is the last predicted label of instance yk by integrating the outcomes produced by all the
base models.

Step 3: The computational formulas for the integrated anomaly detection accuracies are depicted as
shown below:

A Final Fused ¼
PM

k¼1 GðP Final yk ; LkÞ
M

(14)

GðP Final y
k ; LkÞ ¼ 1 if P Final yk ¼ Lk

0 if P Final yk 6¼ Lk

�
(15)

The optimal structure of the modified CNN is found by the TLBO algorithm to enhance the prediction
accuracy of the anomaly detection even further by taking less training time.

3.6 Teaching Learning Based Optimization Algorithm

The TLBO algorithm [22,23] replicates the environment of a classroom for the optimization task. This
evolutionary algorithm is uncomplicated and tough, and offers strong convergence. TLBO has various
advantages, including its fundamental notion, the lack of algorithm-specific parameters, rapid
convergence, and ease of implementation while being effective. During the training phase, each
individual’s search space will be changed from the original search space to an area around the origin by
reducing the algorithm’s global optimization potential. During the learning phase, each individual’s search
space will change from the initial search space to a region near the origin by diminishing the algorithm’s
global optimization ability. As a result, the fundamental TLBO algorithm has a substantial impact on
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solving optimization problems where the ideal value point is at the origin and the global optimum may be
found with a small number of iterations. Simplicity is mainly offered by this algorithm by eliminating the
tuning parameters often used by other algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm (mutation and crossover)
[24], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) (acceleration constants) [25], etc. This algorithm consists of two
phases namely the Teaching phase and the learning phase. The working of the TLBO algorithm is
illustrated in Fig. 3. The population size (N) is taken as the total number of pupils present in the
classroom (R). For a selected population in a generation, the fitness value is computed based on the
overall marks secured by the student in every subject. Ax;y is a specific design parameter of the xth

individual of the population. For the entire population, the random values of the specific design
parameters are assigned, and for every population based on the objective function, the fitness value is
derived. The teacher (Ateacher;y) is selected as the pupil with the best fitness value among the whole
population. By means of utilizing the procedure, the overall efficiency of the entire population can be
divided into two phases as shown below.

i) Teacher phase: Here, the efficiency of the pupils is enhanced with the help of a teacher.
ii) Learner Phase: The pupils collaborate among themselves to enhance their effectiveness.

Teacher Phase

The overall population’s performance is increased with the help of the teacher. Let s be a random number
whose value falls between 0 and 1. Initially, the mean value Ny is computed for each instance. The mean of

Figure 3: Working of the TLBO algorithm
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the design parameters is the mean value computed. In the next step, the old values (Ax; yold) of the design
parameters are now substituted with the new values computed. The expression used to compute the new
value is given below:

Ax; yold ¼ Ax; yold þ sðAteachery � NyÞ (16)

This step is iterated for the whole population. After the fitness values of the design parameters are
updated, the fitness value of the population is compared with its old fitness value. From this, the best
fitness value along with its associated design parameters is retrieved. After this phase, the teacher phase is
terminated.

� Learner Phase

Here, the performance of the students is improved by communicating among themselves. After the
convergence of the teacher phase, two randomly generated populations (v,j) are chosen and their fitness
values are represented as Fv and Fj. After the fitness variables are assigned, the design parameters are
altered as shown below.

Ax; ynew ¼ Ax; yold þ sðAvy � AjyÞ if Fv � Fj (17)

Ax; ynew ¼ Ax; yold þ sðAjy � AnyÞ if Fj � Fv (18)

These equations are iterated for the whole population. The updated design parameter values are now
utilized to calculate the new fitness value. Now, the fitness values obtained from the learner phase are
contrasted with the fitness values gained from the teaching phase. From this, the best solutions obtained
from both the phases are chosen and it is set as the best solution obtained in the present iteration. This
phase is iterated until the termination condition is achieved. The overall architecture of the proposed
approach is presented in Fig. 4.

4 Result and Discussion

In this section, the modified CNN with TLBO optimization (MCNN-TLBO) algorithm for anomaly
detection in social media network performance is validated. The experimental analysis is evaluated in
Matlab R2016a software running in Intel i7-7500U CPU @2.70GHz by 8 GB of RAM. The state-of-art
comparisons with various experimental analyses are carried out to estimate the performance of MCNN-
TLBO [26]. Parameter settings of the proposed MCNN-TLBO method are as shown in Tab. 1.

Figure 4: Overall architecture of the proposed methodology
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4.1 Dataset Description

The experimental data like Reddit, Twitter, and Facebook datasets have been obtained from reported
articles [27,28] which are explained in the below section.

4.1.1 Facebook Dataset
The publicly available data from Facebook are extracted via Facebook scraper script. The script extracts

different features such as comments per post, replays per comment, the total number of reactions and likes,
post messages, etc. The Facebook API returns the post via the “get” request. The extracted data are first in a
JSON format and then converted to a CSV file (tabular format) after parsing

4.1.2 Twitter Dataset
Five kinds of classes are obtained with randomly selected 11742 tweets out of 200 users according to the

Client, Tweet posted time, Tweet type, user name, and Tweet URL. There are 10 basics including time,
epochs, frame number, arrival time, and so on with 35 attributes present in this dataset.

4.1.3 Reddit Dataset
An average length of 270 words with a total of 3,47778,54 posts is involved, thereby 28 words are

present in the Reddit dataset. Here, the subreddit_id, normalized body, body, author, content, and
summary are the extracted features [24].

4.2 Evaluation Criterion

The detection performance of the proposed MCNN-TLBO is validated by evaluating different
evaluation measures such as accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, precision, and recall [29].

Table 1: Parameter setting of proposed MCNN-TLBO for anomaly detection

Parameters Ranges

Number of convolutional kernels per layer (5 × 5) × 15

Activation function used LReLU

Number of fully connected layer 1

Input feature map 32 × 32

Batch size 50

Dropout rate 0.5

Number of epochs 10

Learning rate 0.0001

Population size of TLBO 20

Number of iteration Maximum

TLBO parameter interval [0, 1]

Parametric direction 5

Crossover 0.5

Mutation 1.5
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Accuracy ¼ ðTpositive þ TnegativeÞ
ðTpositive þ Tnegative þ Fpositive þ FnegativeÞ (19)

Specificity ¼ Tmegative
ðTnegative þ FpositiveÞ (20)

Sensitivity ¼ Tpositive
ðTpositive þ FnegativeÞ (21)

Recall ¼ Tpositive
ðTpositive þ FnegativeÞ (22)

Prescison ¼ Tpositive
ðTpositive þ FpositiveÞ (23)

where, true positive and negative anomalies are Tpositive and Tmegative. Similarly, Fpositive and Fnegative are the
false positive and negative anomalies.

4.3 Performance Analysis

The performance of the proposed TLBO with respect to population size Vs availability is depicted in
Fig. 5. In this experiment, the population sizes of TLBO algorithm 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and
100 with the availability rate of 0.6 to 1 are taken. The availability result values of 0.83, 0.77, 0.76, 0.66,
0.74, 0.75, 0.88, 0.89, 0.79 and 0.85 are obtained according to the population sizes such as 10, 20, 30,
40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100, respectively. From the results, it is clear that the proposed TLBO
algorithm accomplishes better availability in terms of varying population sizes.

The proposed model with respect to performance measures is outlined in Fig. 6. In this experiment, five
measures including accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, precision and recall are taken for three sorts of databases
such as Reddit, Facebook and Twitter datasets. The execution esteem can be changed according to the
datasets and performance measures. Moreover, the Reddit accomplishes accuracy as 98.13%, Sensitivity
as 100%, Specificity as 96.32%, precision achieves 84.45%, and recall as 81.74%. Similarly, the
proposed approach yields better results in case of other two datasets.

Figure 5: Proposed TLBO performance with respect to population size vs. availability
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Tab. 2 explains the MCNN-TLBO performance with respect to accuracy. Here, various methods such as
teaching learning-based optimization (TLBO), convolutional neural network (CNN), and modified
convolutional neural network (MCNN) have been used to compare with the proposed MCNN-TLBO.
Comparing to all other methods, the proposed MCNN-TLBO provides higher detection accuracy rates.

Fig. 7 depicts the comparative examination of Reddit database. The execution measurements have been
measured and contrasted with four approaches i.e., TLBO, CNN, MCNN, and the proposed MCNN-TBLO.
During the accuracy examination, the TLBO accomplishes 92.45%, CNN as 84.54%, MCNN gets 94.74%,
and the proposed MCNN-TBLO achieves 96.75%. While considering specificity, the TLBO achieves
88.12%, CNN as 83.69%, MCNN accomplishes 90.74% and the proposed MCNN-TBLO achieves
98.90%. Likewise, the other measures such as sensitivity, Precision, and recall additionally provide an
equivalent kind of result. During the examination of all these methods, the proposed MCNN-TBLO in
terms of Reddit database accomplishes optimal incentive.

Fig. 8 demonstrates the comparative examination of the Facebook database. The TLBO, CNN, MCNN,
and the proposed MCNN-TLBO methods have been chosen for the comparisons of performance measures
including accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, precision, and recall for anomaly detection in social media
networks. The proposed MCNN-TLBO accomplishes 98.09%, 100%, 96.03%, 84.39%, and 82.90% in
terms of accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, precision, and recall, respectively. During the examination of all
the methods involving all the execution measures, the maximal esteem is attained by MCNN-TLBO,
contrasted with the other three optimization techniques. Finally, the proposed MCNN-TLBO detects the
anomalies effectively with respect to the Facebook dataset.

Figure 6: Performance metrics with respect to the proposed model

Table 2: Accuracy (%) analysis in terms of anomaly detection

Database TLBO CNN MCNN MCNN-TLBO

Facebook 90.42 93.12 96.85 97.85

Twitter 89.11 91.50 90.40 95.45

Reddit 86.21 92.64 95.91 97.55
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Fig. 9 depicts the comparative examination of Twitter database. The execution measurements are
measured and contrasted with four approaches i.e., TLBO, CNN, MCNN, and the proposed MCNN-
TBLO. During the accuracy examination, the TLBO accomplishes 92.56%, CNN as 84.54%, MCNN gets
94.74% and the proposed MCNN-TBLO achieves 95.75%. While considering specificity, the TLBO
achieves 86.12%, CNN as 84.09%, MCNN accomplishes 88.74%, and the proposed MCNN-TBLO
achieves 98.02%. In view of experimentation of all other strategies, the proposed MCNN-TLBO delivers
the greatest results contrasted with other methods. As a whole, the proposed approach yields better and
higher detection results than the other methods.

4.4 Future Enhancement

Several researchers have employed anomaly detection through deep learning algorithms in online social
networks over the last few years. There are still a lot of steps that can be taken to improve the models. DL is
one of the most effective ways to support the world’s future innovation development. Firstly, the thin

Figure 7: Comparative analysis of Reddit dataset

Figure 8: Comparative analysis of Facebook dataset
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boundary between the normal and the abnormal users makes it difficult to predict one another, requiring the
development of more effective and new solutions using DL. Secondly, many applications will not involve in
risk by compromising their sensitive information. They must be alert to the existence of any abnormalities
before they are detected. A significant amount of work has been done towards anomaly detection rather than
prevention. Hence, preventing anomaly detection in social media can be focused upon.

5 Conclusion

The recent popularity of social media networks like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc., might cause
different types of anomalous behaviors such as bullying, terrorist attack, and fraud information
distributions. Social media anomaly detection is a precise method to detect and extract different malicious
attacks. Several anomaly detection approaches have been carried out by different researchers. However,
they lack the accuracy of feature extraction and hence, a new novel method MCNN-TLBO, which
comprises CNN approach along with the TLBO algorithm, has been proposed. In the proposed CNN
based anomaly detection, the abnormal behaviors are analyzed and extracted by a modified CNN with
Sstochastic pooling and LReLU. Further, Teacher-learning based optimization is incorporated with CNN
to increase the accuracy of feature extraction in anomaly detection. The present method is compared with
different existing methods like CNN, TLBO, MCNN, in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
precision, and recall for different databases from Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit and the proposed
approach has outperformed with 97.85%, 95.45%, and 97.55%, respectively for the three datasets. Thus,
the performance analysis of the proposed method delineates better results than the previously approaches.
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Figure 9: Comparative analysis of the Twitter dataset
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